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Cyber-Defensive Architecture for Networked
Industrial Control Systems
Charles Kim
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Howard University
Washington DC, USA

Abstract—This paper deals with the inevitable consequence of
the convenience and efficiency we benefit from the open,
networked control system operation of safety-critical
applications: vulnerability to such system from cyber-attacks.
Even with numerous metrics and methods for intrusion
detection and mitigation strategy, a complete detection and
deterrence of internal code flaws and outside cyber-attacks
has not been found and would not be found anytime soon.
Considering the ever incompleteness of detection and
prevention and the impact and consequence of mal-functions
of the safety-critical operations caused by cyber incidents,
this paper proposes a new
computer control system
architecture which assures resiliency even under
compromised situations.
The proposed architecture is
centered on diversification of hardware systems and
unidirectional communication from the proposed system in
alerting suspicious activities to upper layers. This paper
details the architectural structure of the proposed cyber
defensive computer control system architecture for power
substation applications and its validation in lab
experimentation and on a cybersecurity testbed.
Keywords- Component; Supervisory
Acquisition System, Smart Grid,
Cybersecurity, Diversification, Testbed.

Control
Power

and Data
Substation,

I.
INTRODUCTION
Cyber incidences are ever increasing as they are
expanded from simple bragging intrusion to monetary gains
and exploitation to trading secret stealth and to military and
national security espionage. One important area in the
cyber incidences in which public are not keenly aware of is
networked embedded computer systems for intelligent and
autonomous control and processing applications including,
but not limited to, smart power grid, water treatment and
distribution systems, petro-chemical plants and refineries,
and mobile and home automation systems, termed combined
as Internet of Things (IoT).
The widely adopted IoT on open network architecture
provides the benefit of economy of operation; however,
unfortunately, it opens the door for unintended threats
including malicious code manipulation, data gathering, and
unauthorized intrusions into the network. A successful
intrusion would allow attacks on operator consoles, and
Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
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harmful access into control functions which would
consequently disrupt normal operations and thus pose a
public safety threat.
Presently, the hardening of system is heavily focused on
the cyber security for information systems connected to the
Internet, and there are numerous strategies and tools
available, and are under development. Anomaly and
intrusion detection, network access behavior analysis,
modeling approach, mitigation are just a few of them.
Understanding attack vectors is essential to building
effective security mitigation strategies.
Attack vectors
include viruses, e-mail attachments, Web pages, pop-up
windows, instant messages, and deception.
There are several common countermeasures proposed
against attack vectors [1]. They include: (i) development
and review of security policies; (ii) employment of blocking
access to resources and services on the network; (iii)
enactment and monitoring of detection of intrusion and
malicious activities, (iv) implementation of mitigation
against possible attacks, and (v) application of continuous
fixing, upgrade, and patch the software vulnerability.
However, the countermeasures developed from metrics
can block some attack vectors but are not totally attackproof. They are backward-looking metrics and measures,
analyzing only after an incident with subsequent damage
has already occurred. Therefore, the metrics and measures
and mitigations developed for the Internet and computer
networks may not be effective in dealing with unknown
malwares and vulnerabilities specifically targeted for safetyand mission-critical control system applications. The
Stuxnet malware attack to an Iranian nuclear facility
demonstrates that the reality of the vulnerability of safetycritical systems to cyber-attack is real, and that there will be
dire consequences to critical infrastructure if such cyber
threats are not detected and mitigated properly and timely
[2].
Considering the impact and consequence of malfunctions in the safety-critical applications caused by cyber
incidents, this paper proposes an architectural change in the
way components are structured so that a networked control
system becomes cyber-defensive and resilient even under
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compromised situations. The proposed system aims to be
insensitive to variations in inputs, processes, and outputs of
cyber contents. The proposed defensive architecture is
centered on diversification of hardware systems and
unidirectional communication to the energy management
system for alerting suspicious activities. The rationale of
the architectural approach against cyber threats is the plain
truth that it is impossible to predict cyber events throughout
the computer control system‟s lifecycle, and that detection
and mitigations strategies may be good for old and known
malwares and viruses only [3]. Therefore, the methodology
used in the proposed cyber-defensive architecture for power
substation control systems focuses, assuming that an attack
will occur, on designing a system that is robust enough in its
response so that the effect of an attack will be minimal and
the power substation can continue in serving customers and
in protecting power systems [4].

representative diagram is given as Fig. 1. The diagram
highlights a simplified representation of a power substation
with a communication network (CN) server and a
computer/digital relay is disposed for a circuit breaker
operation. The enterprise-level energy management system
(EMS) is connected to the substation via the Internet. The
CN device connects the substation systems to the Internet
where all of the engineering staff can login and access the
system. The EMS monitors multiple substations via the
Internet, and the flexibility of the network allows engineers
to control and monitor the relay system from off site.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,
we discuss about the present computer control systems
deployed in a power substation and their vulnerabilities.
Then, we detail the proposed architectural approach with
hardware and software diversity to be insensitive to the
cyber inputs and activities, which would results in cyberrobust and cyber-resilient systems. After that, validation of
the new architecture is examined on a cybersecurity testbed
and in lab experimentation. Then, we conclude the paper.
II.

VULNERABILITY OF INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

Over the past several years, power substation systems
have become highly sophisticated in structure and operation,
featuring various types of intelligent devices that allow
advanced operation and control functions. Computer and
communication technologies have transformed stand-alone
computerized control systems to Internet-connected smart
grid control systems. The smart-grid network provides a
great benefit of situation awareness, data collection and
analysis for operational efficiency, and coordination of
automation and restoration of power networks [5].
A lot of the devices that constitute these smart systems
are seen commonly more demanding sectors. Common
examples of these devices include smart meters, phasor
measurement units, and sensors (voltage and current
monitors) and actuators (circuit breaker openers/closers).
These “intelligent electronic devices (IEDs)” are networked,
as remote terminal units (RTUs) of a supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) system, which in turn is
connected to an enterprise network or energy management
system from which engineers are allowed to operate IEDs
and, when necessary, control request or resolve their
problems. The advantages afforded by remote access has
necessitated the use of Internet and wireless networks, and
subsequently, SCADA networks are no longer “air-gapped”
but are usually connected to their corporate network and
internet through a firewall. This relatively open connectivity
has in turn resulted in an increase in security vulnerabilities
[6].
To illustrate a sample of the vulnerabilities of the current
control and protection system in power substation, a
Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
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Figure 1. Simplified Representation of Present Power Substation System.

A current sensor (S) is attached to the relay, and based
on the sensor reading, the relay can open the circuit breaker
(CB) by sending a command signal to the CB actuator when
it is necessary or in an emergency. The relay is built on a
computer with a standard operating system such as
Windows that executes a program that is coded for specific
functions and features. When the relay is programmed as an
overcurrent protective device, if the sensed current level is
higher than a threshold, it would generate an “Open” signal
for the CB actuator. It is assumed for our discussion that the
relay is an overcurrent computer relay. In addition, a
standard desktop computer labeled as „Manager‟ with a
designated operating system is connected to the relay via the
Internet.
This allows the individual responsible for
overseeing the proper functioning of the system to manage
and control the relay, should the need arises.
Now consider cyber vulnerabilities of the substation
depicted in Fig. 1. First, the Internet connection represents a
possible entry point for hackers to infiltrate the system. If a
hacker can gather the appropriate login credentials of the
communication network server, he/she can possibly gain
access to the relay and alter its operating state. Once that
party is logged into this system, they have free reign to
enact whatever change they please, which we are assuming
is to damage the system in some way. Any alteration to the
relay may have major repercussions for the substation and
the consumers served by the substation. It would also have a
direct effect on surrounding substations as the load of the
compromised substation would have to be redistributed
amongst its neighbors. This possibility recalls the Federal
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Energy Regulatory Commission‟s finding that the U. S.
could suffer a coast-to-coast blackout if just 9 out of the
country‟s 55,000 transmission substations are knocked out
on a scorching summer day [7].
III. CYBER-DEFENSIVE ARCHITECTURE
As mentioned above, there exist vulnerabilities in the
present power substation and its network, and the
countermeasures developed from the presently employed
metrics are not attack-proof. Moreover, metrics and
measures and mitigations developed for the Internet and
computer networks may not be effective in dealing with
unknown malwares specifically targeted for safety- and
mission-critical control system applications. Even dynamic
and learnable measures and metrics cannot possibly detect
all and, particularly, unknown and new malwares and their
tactics. Therefore there is a demand to make computer
control systems robust against cyber threats and resilient
under such cyber-attacks.
The proposed architectural approach aims to be cyberinsensitive, and the logic of the proposed defensive
architecture is grounded in the concept of software and
hardware redundancy/diversity and of utilization of
unidirectional network connection. More specifically, the
architecture is the result of combining the standard
principles of diversified redundant hardware and software
for defense-in-depth into a very efficient supplementary
system that can integrate with the general structure of the
systems currently in use.

A representative model of the proposed system
architecture is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the proposed design,
alongside the existing primary computer/digital relay
(“RELAY”), there is secondary digital relay that functions,
in sensing the current level and generating a signal for CB
operation, identical to the existing one but built on different
hardware such as field programmable gate array (FPGA)
and run on a completely different software environment
(“FPGA”). Unlike in the existing system, the CB operation
signals from the two relays are monitored and selected by a
supervising computer system (“SUPERVISOR”) which is
built on a PC or a hard-wire system; therefore, the
SUPERVISOR is in charge of the eventual control of the
CB. As in the existing substation, the primary RELAY is
connected to the communications network (CN), while the
secondary FPGA is remained not connected to any network.
The SUPERVISOR is separated from the
Communication Network, and reads the CB control signal
outputs of both relays and decides if either one is erroneous
or not by conferring with a database server which contains
data readings collected at the sensors and the corresponding
CB operations over an extended period of operational hours.
Under regular operating conditions, there should be near
perfect correlation for given sensed value between the CB
control signal generated by the two relays and the cached
CB operational mode in the database server.

A. Diversified Redundancy and Defensive Architecture
The use of redundancy design techniques is already an
accepted practice when trying to address fault and failure
scenarios in software and hardware. For example, most data
is typically backed up to secondary storage spaces and
synced as often as possible to ensure minimal to no
operational disturbance in most industries. Also, critical
manufacturing or generation processes are built with
redundant hardware measures to allow easy replacement,
repair and maintenance.
Redundancy is effective, but if a machine fails due to a
virus attack, for example, then even the redundant machines
will be susceptible to the same virus, if they are of the same
hardware and software version. This common-cause failure
would most likely damage both machines. If, however, the
redundant machine has different hardware specifications,
there is much greater probability that the redundant machine
would survive against the same problem which has caused
the primary machine to transition into a fail state. This
difference in hardware (and software) is called diversity.
Design diversity has also been a tried and true method
employed to add a layer of protection to critical systems by
protecting redundancy systems from such common-mode
failures. Its range of application is vast and its representation
can be in the form of software variants to actual physical
design differences between primary systems and their
redundancy counterparts.

Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
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Figure 2. Defensive Architecture for Power Substation System.

In the event that the SUPERVISOR finds an
inconsistency between the CB signal of the primary RELAY
and the database, for example, it gives the CB operational
control to the secondary FPGA relay which produces the
correct signal. At the same time, it sends a warning
message to the EMS via a unidirectional fiber network (FN)
as this is indicative of the primary RELAY being possibly
compromised, to alert the management personnel of the
state of the system. The importance and distinct advantage
of using unidirectional network connection is the fact that
this new system at no point is required to receive and act on
requests [10]. Hence, the integrity of alerting is preserved
and the possibility of communication related intrusions such
as Denial of Service (DoS) attacks is inherently prohibited.
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B. Qualitative Assessment
Before we validate the new approach, let‟s do qualitative
assessment of the new architecture on its claimed strength
against cyber-attacks under a few instances, all feasible
within the environment of power substation operations.
First, we consider the presence of a common computer virus
which gains entry into the system via a negligent substation
engineer. Under these circumstances, the operation of the
primary RELAY becomes compromised. The secondary
FPGA relay on the other hand, by way of design diversity
remains unaffected. Even in the instance of viruses that have
the ability propagate across networks, the difference in
programming methodology between the two relays grants
mutual exclusion in the case of software attacks, eliminating
the threat of common-cause virus infections.
The next attack scenario considered is a theoretically
attempted man-in-the-middle attack. This scenario involves
attacks in which access credentials are mined from
unsuspecting parties. In this case, it is difficult to determine
if the system is under attack because the information used to
gain unauthorized access to the system is indeed legitimate.
Therefore, changes can be made to the primary RELAY
without any intrusion indicators being set off. But even in
this highly compromised state, by virtue of the comparison
check that occurs continuously at the SUPERVISOR, any
changes or discrepancies generated by the intruder are
flagged, and controlling of the substation functions is
committed to the secondary FPGA relay.
Another considered scenario is an event of common
hardware and software failures. Hardware failures in this
context refer to incidents such as purposeful or accidental
physical damage and hardware component faults, which
cause eventual failure. The proposed architecture ensures
that in case of damage to the primary RELAY, the
secondary FPGA relay can function autonomously not being
susceptible to common-mode hardware failure. This ensures
that the service is maintained until the proper repair and
replacement procedures can be carried out. While the
probability of simultaneous failure of both the primary and
secondary relays of the proposed system exists, it is
theoretical and very small.
The last scenario we consider for qualitative assessment
is with a mode of attack employed by a Stuxnet-like worm
in its various iterations. The Stuxnet worm is a program that
was developed to target specific industrial software on a
specific brand of equipment in a plant [2]. This type of
specialized attack is hard to defend from because it relies on
targeting and exploiting certain vulnerabilities in the
operating system. Fortunately, the design diversity afforded
by the new system structure acts as a functional safeguard.
Having both relays run on very different software and
hardware architectures ensures that whatever damage is
done is limited to the primary RELAY. The new solution
architecture upgrades the existing system to a multi-tiered,
cooperative system in which desired relaying functions are
kept intact all the time fulfilling the response robustness
required of systems that handle such critical task as power
substation control and management.
Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
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To verify the feasibility and viability of the proposed
architectural solution, two approaches are employed:
simulation on a cybersecurity testbed and experimentation
with hardware components. In both validation approaches,
the representative models of the existing power substation
system and the new defensive-architecture system are
implemented in a network simulator and in a system of
microcontrollers and FPGA, respectively. Then, the two
models are subjected to the same attack conditions and the
each response is recorded and analyzed. The testbed
simulation is discussed in the next section, and the hardware
lab experimentation follows in the section after the next.
IV.

VALIDATION IN TESTBED EXPERIMENTATION

To accomplish verification via software simulation, a
testbed known as DeterLab (cyber DEfense Technology
Experimental Research Laboratory) is utilized. DeterLab is
a facility for scientists engaged in new cybersecurity
technologies. The Deter Team works with subject matter
experts in specific areas of cybersecurity or critical
infrastructure protection, and the DeterLab is a part of the
work which provides real world capability to research,
develop, discover, experiment on and test cyber defense
technologies [9]. Approved users can access DeterLab‟s
advanced resources and tools, and perform repeated,
verifiable experiments. DeterLab provides over 400
computer nodes, with up to 10 network interfaces per node,
each of which can support multiple apparatus elements by
using virtualization techniques that support the
experimenters‟ goals [10].
A. Existing Control System Experimentation
To demonstrate the vulnerabilities in the existing system
of Fig. 1, we model the network topology as Fig. 3. The
DeterLab evaluation begins with conceptualizing the model
of the simplified primary Relay. The model is then created
in DeterLab after which a user interface is created in
DeterLab. A remote administrative tool (RAT) is used to
show how an intruder can infiltrate the system and change
Relay configuration files on the EMS. The RAT is
classified as a virus called Trojan horse program, a malware
which by itself is not capable of automatically spreading to
other systems. Trojans are usually downloaded from the
Internet and installed by unsuspecting users. They typically
carry payloads or other malicious actions that range from
the mildly annoying to the irreparably destructive. They
may modify system settings to start automatically [11]. As
shown in Fig. 3, the model consists of an EMS, Intruder and
Engineer nodes connected to the internet. The primary,
networked Relay is connected to the internet through a
Router (or firewall not shown).
In the topology of Fig. 3, since this is a virtual
environment, all nodes are reserved with Class-A IP
addresses. Although, in the DeterLab representation, each
device in the substation has an IP address, only the EMS is
part of the TCP/IP network, with the address 10.1.1.2. The
Sensor and the Circuit breaker, not shown, are physically
connected to the Relay without communicating directly to
the Router.
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Considering that the RAT is a Trojan which can be
disguised as a legitimate software component, if the Trojan's
configuration complies with the substation network, it will
silently enable the remote control, without the victim's
(engineer or manager) consent or acknowledgment. On
whichever machine the file is run, either the EMS or the
Manager/Engineer‟s computer, it will install the server
module. Once connected, the hacker can easily modify any
file in the remote system. The RAT used in this network
gives the user the possibility to download, modify and
upload a file on the host computer. In other words, in power
substation, software for controlling the Relay and for
activating CB can be modified without the operator's
noticing.

Figure 3. DeterLab Reprentation of the Existing Control System.

Other notable hosts include the Intruder node with an IP
address of 10.1.1.5 and the Engineer with and address of
10.1.1.3. The Intruder and Engineer nodes are added to
represent a hacker and an engineer in order to stage an
attack, respectively. The Intruder in particular is added to
simulate an ill-intentioned individual who wants to gain
unauthorized control over the system. In order to do this, the
Intruder may use a RAT. There are various types of RATs
available, and most of them are made to be used with the
consent from the owner of the controlled computer, but for
our purpose, we will assume no permission is granted.
Although various RATs are used for a range of purposes,
their structure remains the same: it has both a client
(installed on the intruder‟s machine) and a server module
(installed on the victim‟s machine). The server has a process
that initializes as the system boots up and keeps running in
the background, waiting for the client to connect. When the
intruder wants to remotely manage or control the server, he
just launches the client on his machine. If the remote
computer is powered up and connected to the Internet, then
controlling is possible.
This DeterLab simulation considers the situation where
a negligent engineer or manager, who has the authority to
access the EMS computer remotely, executes a program that
covertly installs the server module of the RAT on his
computer. Although most antiviruses easily flag these kinds
of files, there are some techniques to make them fully
undetectable. However, we will not cover them in this
article. Instead, let us suppose the user has no updated antivirus software installed on his machine and/or the hacker
has encrypted his server on purpose.
By using PuTTY to create a tunnel and forwarding the
desired ports (local 6789 to remote 3389), it is possible to
connect to the nodes at DeterLab using remote desktop
connection on Windows. In order to gain this control, the
hacker must force the user to execute a file that will
automatically install the server module. He can do it by
using techniques known as social engineering, that is, by
persuading the user to download and execute the file.
Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
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To demonstrate how the modification of the threshold
value for CB opening by attacks changes the CB signal from
the Relay, a user interface is developed using Visual Basic
on the EMS. For the interface, since the current sensor
cannot be included in the network topology, the reading
from the sensor is entered manually, and the CB operational
threshold (“HIGH” as illustrated of the interface in Fig. 4) is
stored in a file on the primary Relay. Under a compromised
situation via RAT attack, the setting for HIGH may be
changed from 200 to 150, for example. Then, even under
the normal current level of 180 at which the circuit breaker
normally remains closed allowing power supply to the
customer, the Relay sends out OPEN signal to the CB by the
altered threshold of HIGH to150 from 200.

Figure 4. Response of the Network Relay by the RAT attack.

The illustration made above is a common type of cyberattack and currently infects thousands of computers around
the world. A hacker can easily adapt this tool to infect IEDs
from someone who possesses high privileges in an electric
power company. The executable file can be encrypted or
bended to other file or spread through other known means in
order to reach its final target. Therefore, it is important not
to depend on a single machine to control critical devices like
digital protective relays, neither is it recommended to trust
people with low awareness on the critical importance of
cyber-security to operate this kind of equipment.
B. Defesnive-Architecture Experimentation
The DeterLab simulation for the proposed architecture
is performed similarly. First, a model is conceptualized for
the new architecture which includes a non-networked
diversified redundant FPGA relay and SUPERVISOR.
Second, a slightly different user interface is developed to
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display the response of the new system for primary Relay
and secondary FPGA under the same RAT attack and relay
threshold setting file modification. Third, it is shown how
a message is sent from the SUPERVISOR to the EMS and
how unidirectional flow of data is achieved between them.
Fig. 5 illustrates the topology model of the proposed
diversified architecture in the DeterLab.
The network
topology is created using six nodes. The EMS is connected
to the Internet. The primary Relay (REL) is connected to
the Internet via a router or firewall (FW1). The other
network in the model is the supervisor network (SN) which
comprises of the SUPERVISOR (SUP) and database
computer (DB). The sensor and the secondary FPGA relay
are non-networked devices and thus are not represented in
the topology, and their values and responses are simulated
by manual entry into the user interface.

The FPGA Relay provides the same functionality as the
primary network relay but with strong immunity against
setting modification due to its hard-code environment. If
the relay setting is changed by the RAT attack with altered
threshold value as done before, from 200 to 150, for
example, for the normal loading condition of 180 A, the
network relay‟s output (“OPEN”) does not match with the
true output (“CLOSE”), and the selection of relays to
control the circuit breaker will be switched to the FPGA
relay with a message of such control transfer. Fig. 6 shows
the switch to FPGA with a message in the user interface.
To demonstrate message delivery from SUPERVISOR
to EMS of the abnormal and suspicious behavior of the
primary network Relay, a socket program in C
programming language is used [12]. The program is written
in two parts: a server (fileserv.exe) and a client
(fileclient.exe). The server accepts a connection from client
through a specific port, receives the file name, creates file
with the given file name, receives the file contents, and
writes the contents to file. On the other hand, the client
connects to the server, sends the file name, and sends the
file contents. For the DeterLab simulation, the server
module is executed on the EMS while the client module is
executed on the SUPERVISOR.
Before executing the program, however, the fileserv.exe
file is saved in a folder where the file is to be executed and
the message is to be created and saved. Similarly, the
fileclient.exe file is saved in a folder where the file is to be
executed and the message is to be copied. In both cases, a
directory called c:\reports is created. To execute the
program at the server a DOS command prompt window is
opened and the directory is changed to the c:\reports folder.
On the server, the command “fileserv.exe <port number>”
is entered. In this case port number 8907 is used. On the
client, the command “fileclient.exe” <IP address of
destination computer> <port number> <file name> is
entered. In this case, the IP address is 10.1.2.2, 8907 is the
port number, and NetworkRelayDown.txt is the file name.

Figure 5. DeterLab Representation of the Defensive Architecture.

The same user interface developed for the existing
system simulation is used with a slight revision to
accommodate the secondary relay FPGA as illustrated in
Fig. 6.

Figure 6. User Interface Display under an attack with modifed setting.
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Now the last subject of discussion is the unidirectional
information transfer from the SUPERVISOR to EMS on
reporting the abnormal and suspicious functioning of the
primary Network Relay. For our simulation, the
unidirectional flow from the SUPERVISOR is set up by
using Windows Firewall to block all the ports except for
port 8907, the port that is used to send the message to the
EMS. All other ports and applications are blocked. The
effect of the Firewall configuration is verified in that a
computer is unable to connect to SUPERVISOR and unable
to ping SUPERVISOR.
C. Discussion on DeterLab Experimentation
Modeling of the existing and the proposed substation
systems are realized in DeterLab environment as network
topologies with corresponding nodes with the Internet and
routers and firewalls. It is shown that with an RAT, it is
possible to gain control of a remote computer and change
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files on a remote computer, and the existing system sends
out an erroneous command to the circuit breaker. On the
other hand, the proposed architecture system demonstrates
how the secondary FPGA is immune to the attack and the
system itself keeps the normal operation mode by the
SUPERVISOR's monitoring while the primary network
relay, impacted by the changed setting, produces a wrong
command to the circuit breaker. In addition, the message is
successfully sent from the SUPERVISOR to the EMS using
a socket program through TCP. This is achieved by
manually triggering the program and setting the port
number through which the message is sent. Unidirectional
flow from the SUPERVISOR to the EMS is partially
achieved using Windows Firewall blocking all other ports
except for port 8907. However, the software is limited in
that there is no capability of controlling inbound traffic
through that port, which means that communication from
the EMS to SUPEERVISOR may still be possible if the
hacker discovers that port 8907 is open. Also, DeterLab
seems to have a limitation in that when the SUPERVISOR
is blocked using Windows Firewall, it is not possible to
connect to it to do further testing. The experiment would
have to be reset by swapping it out and then swapping it in
again.
V.

VALIDATION IN LAB E XPERIMENTATION

This section discusses a small-scale hardware
experimentation of the existing and the proposed new
system. The aim here though is not to produce a physically
scaled down replica, but to perform an extended version of
tangible, logical validation and illustration. It should
therefore be noted that the components used to achieve this
hardware experimentation are neither directly relatable to
the industry specific equipment in use, nor are they
scalable. Specific details such as response times are not
considered because they would largely be dependent on the
precise equipment that would be used if this solution
approach is adopted.
A. Lab Experimentation Setup
As for hardware components for the simplified
substation systems, as illustrated in the schematic of Fig. 7,
the primary relay is represented by an Arduino
microcontroller [13] ("Primary Arduino"), the secondary
FPGA relay by a Nexys II Spartan-3E FPGA board
("Secondary FPGA"), and the supervisor by an Arduino
microcontroller with an attached Ethernet Shield
("Supervisor Arduino").
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Figure 7. The Hardware Experimentation Components.

The communication server is represented with a laptop
with Microsoft Windows 7 Professional operating system
which is connected to the Internet. The Supervisor Arduino
is also connected to the Internet, and a Twitter account,
ArduinoHU, is made to represent the EMS and to simulate
the message transmission upon a cyber-incident.
The current sensor is represented by a DIP switch by the
position of each toggle of which can simulate various
loading conditions. The circuit breaker is implemented by a
simple magnetic switch/relay, the operation (Open/Close) of
which is controlled by a digital command. An LED is
attached to the magnetic relay to indicate the operation state
of Open (ON) or Close (OFF). In addition to the LED
attached to a circuit breaker representative, an LED is
connected to each of the relay representatives to indicate the
output status of it. The DIP is directly connected to an
input port of both Primary Arduino and Secondary FPGA as
well as to the Supervisor Arduino‟s input port. The digital
command to operate the magnetic switch is issued by the
Supervisor Arduino from the outputs of Primary Arduino
and Secondary FPGA, which are directly connected to the
input ports of the Supervisor Arduino.
As for software, a simple code is programmed for the
relay representatives for reading values from the DIP switch
and sending out corresponding outputs based on the pre-set
threshold value. The Supervisor Arduino is coded to take in
two outputs and compare them to a database of past sensor
readings and respective CB operations which is nothing but
a simple table embedded in the code. Fig. 8 depicts the lab
hardware experimentation set on a breadboard.
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already entered the network and placed the same corrupted
code in Primary Arduino. Since the Secondary FPGA is not
connected to the network and keeps its operational logic in
its hare-wired code, it does not suffer from the attack.
Therefore, while the Primary Arduino produces and sends
erratic ever-changing outputs to the Supervisor Arduino,
manifesting with flashing LED of its own, the Secondary
FPGA sends consistent output based on the loading level.
Now the Supervisor Arduino compares the two outputs
against the normal operation history from its database, and
selects the Secondary FPGA to control the circuit breaker,
manifesting the state of the circuit breaker LED the same as
that of LED of the Secondary FPGA.

Figure 8. The Lab Hardware Experimentation Setup.

The simulation of the existing system is done on the
experiment setup just by using only the network server and
the Primary Arduino and the DIP switch (all unshaded
components of Fig. 7), and that for the proposed system is
done using all the components. In both cases, it is assumed
that the attack is made through virtual private network
(VPN) of the substation and that the attacker has access to
the engineer‟s laptop after obtaining the credentials from the
Trojan virus or using a key logger.
B. Cyber Attack on Existing System
Once the hacker has the credentials to the engineer‟s
laptop which is connected to the substation network, the
hacker easily connects, using the remote desktop tool in
Microsoft Windows, to the remote communication network
server which is also running a Microsoft Windows operating
system. In the process, the hacker inputs the IP address of
the remote machine and then he types in the credentials for
the communication server, to which all IEDs within the
substation including the relay (represented as the Primary
Arduino in the setup) are connected. At this point the
hacker has now access the application that programs the
Primary Arduino, and can upload corrupted code to the
Primary Arduino.
In this particular simulation, the hacker uploads a code
which frequently changes the threshold value for circuit
breaker operation from very low to very high, and it results
in producing the constantly tripping and closing signals to
the circuit breaker, manifested in the blinking LED every
one second while the DIP switch positions are remained
intact. Under this type of operation, the existing substation
system components cannot survive and the service would be
disrupted to the customers until the crew come to the
substation and repair the problem and restore the service.
C. Cyber Attack on the Defensive Architecture
Now the same attack is staged for the system of the
proposed architecture. Again, the amount of loading is
simulated with the positions of the DIP switch and a certain
threshold value is coded in to Primary Arduino and
Secondary FPGA. Also, we assume that the hacker has
Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
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Hence, even under the compromised situation in the
Primary Arduino, the intended functions at the substation
would survive and there would be no disruption of service
to customers. At the same time the Supervisor Arduino
sends a twitter message to a Twitter account, ArduinoHU,
stating that the Primary Arduino has malfunctioned and
alerting the engineers of the EMS to come on site to repair
the compromised component. The proposed architecture
has shown that it can survive cyber-attacks.
D. Discussions on the Lab Hardware Experimentation
The lab hardware experimentations with the remote
attack scenario demonstrate the vulnerability of the existing
system and a greater potential of the proposed architecture
in surviving cyber-attacks. A minor problem is noticed in
simulating the unidirectional message alert from the
SUPERVISOR to the EMS via Twitter message. Under this
setup and scenario, the message being sent to the Twitter
account may be captured and replaced with false message.
Even though the false message would not warn the
substation system‟s operation, there is a great chance that no
one would be alerted to come to the substation to address
the problem. It is hoped that, in real application of the
proposed architecture, the suggested unidirectional fiber
optic network would do the intended function properly.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The current period may be appropriately called a cyberage which has changed every aspect of business operations,
factory manufacturing, process operations, and our daily
lives in to digital data and cyber bits. The inevitable side
effect of this transforming convenience of cyber-age is the
cyber threats and attacks whose skills and tactics and targets
are not static but constantly evolving. Even with numerous
countermeasures supported by government and industry
agencies and experts, new threats seem to materialize as
soon as old ones are solved or patched. Considering the
impact and consequence of the service interruption in a
safety-critical application, power grid substation in
particular, caused by cyber incidents, a new defensivearchitecture based control system is proposed, with
expectation that this new defensive architecture would make
a networked computer control system cyber-strong and
resilient even under compromised situations. The defensive
architecture is centered around the diversified redundancy
principle and supervised operation with unidirectional
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communication against malware attacks. The architectural
details of the new proposed system are described along with
its advantage in surviving cyber-attacks and in overcoming
the vulnerability of the existing system. Also detailed is the
evaluation process in DeterLab test bed simulation and the
lab hardware experimentation, which demonstrates the
validity and survival potential of the proposed defensive
architecture system under cyber-attacks.
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Abstract— Development of an expert system is difficult because of
two challenges involve in it. The first one is the expert system
itself is high level system and deals with knowledge, which make
is difficult to handle. Second, the systems development is more
art and less science; hence there are little guidelines available
about the development. This paper describes computer aided
development of intelligent systems using modem artificial
intelligence technology. The paper illustrates a design of a
reusable generic framework to support friendly development of
fuzzy, neural network and hybrid systems such as neuro-fuzzy
system. The reusable component libraries for fuzzy logic based
systems, neural network based system and hybrid system such as
neuro-fuzzy system are developed and accommodated in this
framework. The paper demonstrates code snippets, interface
screens and class libraries overview with necessary technical
details.

swarm intelligence, fuzzy logic etc. and their hybridization
(such as neuro-fuzzy approach). These techniques are
sometimes also known as soft computing techniques. Many
tools are available to develop such soft AI based intelligent
systems. However, these tools are costly, less user friendly and
application specific. Further, these tools need training and
practice to certify their efficient utilization. There is a
requirement of a generic tool which interacts through
native/natural language of non-computer professionals/users,
reduces effort of development of an intelligent system and
saves time of development. No such generic tool is available as
per the literature found at present. This paper presents a design
and implementation of generic tool that facilitates automatic
development of soft computing intelligent systems such as
neural network based systems, fuzzy logic based systems and
hybrid neuro-fuzzy systems in a given domain.

Keywords: Fuzzy logic, Neural network, Neuro-fuzzy systems, Soft
computing, Automatic development.

The paper organization is as follows. Section 2 of the paper
presents national and international scenario related to the
aforementioned problem and discusses limitations of the
existing solutions. The aims and objectives of the proposed
research work are enlisted in this section.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Advancement of science and technology has been
increasingly utilized as a major tool for uplift of mankind.
Innovations of modern information and communication
technologies (ICT) made human life smoother and problem
solving has become easier. It is observed that usage of modern
ICT (like Internet) has become ambient and ubiquitous. In
spite of availability of lots of tools and technologies,
expectations from mighty machines are continuously
increasing and demand for more and more human like
intelligent systems in various fields has evolved.
Development of an intelligent system is a challenging job
due to several reasons. The prime among them are abstract
nature of knowledge, volume of knowledge, lack of knowledge
acquisition and representation techniques and lack of
models/quality standards for the development of an intelligent
system. Typical Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques facilitate
development of intelligent system with the aforementioned
problems. However, they lack self learning, human like
interaction, processing and require lot of efforts as well as cost.
There are some new AI techniques such as bio-inspired
techniques that offer some advantages above the typical AI
techniques. These techniques include artificial neural network,
Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
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Section 3 describes architecture of the proposed framework
which can be utilized as generic and user friendly tool that
facilitates automatic development of soft computing intelligent
systems. An important component of the framework is library
of reusable components to develop intelligent systems. Design
and implementation issues of the centralized library along with
other necessary components are described here. At the end, the
paper concludes with advantages and application of the
framework generated in different other areas. The section also
presents future scope of the research work.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

To develop soft computing system techniques such as
artificial neural network (ANN), type 1 and type 2 fuzzy logic
(T1FL and T2FL) and hybrid neuro-fuzzy systems are vastly
used. This section presents in brief about each techniques and
work done in different areas using the respective techniques.
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A. Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
An Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an interconnected
group of artificial neurons that uses a computational model for
processing information based on a connectionist approach to
computation to impart self learning and other characteristics
associated with intelligence. ANN is powerful tool for
modeling intelligent systems when self learning is most desired
feature and generalized knowledge is not available or can not
be documented easily. ANN has ability to identify and learn
the correlation between the input patterns, data or cases
provided to it. Due to this feature of ANN, it is increasingly
being used in intelligent systems where one has little or
incomplete understanding of the problem under research but
experience or training data of domain expert is readily
available. The popular models for implementing ANN are
Hopfield model, multilayer perceptron with supervised
learning, Kohenon model (self organizing map), and recurrent
network. Programming environment like java, c# and other
third generation programming languages help in implementing
ANN based systems. There are some packages like matlab
(www.mathworks.com/products/matlab) are also available
which facilitates development of such system.
B. Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic is a multi-valued logic conceived by Zadeh [1]
and used to achieve human like loose categorization of objects
into classes without boundaries. The fuzzy logic is based on
fuzzy sets. Every given object has the partial (fuzzy)
belongingness of the concerned fuzzy sets, which is determined
by its membership function. For example, if the temperature is
18 degree centigrade, then it belongs fully (say 1) to the set of
comfortable temperature. If the temperature is 12 degree
centigrade, then it belongs partially (say 0.4) to the set of
comfortable temperature. Young lady, rich person, luxury car
and comfortable temperature are a few examples of linguistic
vague words which can be interpreted by machine with the
help of fuzzy membership functions, hence can be easily used
in ‘if…then…else’ rules. System with mainly such fuzzy
‘if…then…else’ rules are capable of representing knowledge
and are known as fuzzy rule based system. Mamdani [2] and
Takagi & Sugeno [3] are vastly utilized basic modeling
techniques for fuzzy logic based systems. Further, Jerry
Mendel has proposed an idea of type 2 fuzzy logic which was
an extension of the original fuzzy logic proposed by Prof.
Zadeh [1]. The basis of type 2 fuzzy logic is type 2 fuzzy sets.
Type 2 fuzzy sets incorporate uncertainty as extra third
dimension which gives much clear and logical information
about the problem under research. Further, type 2 fuzzy
systems need to accompany with type reducer component that
converts type 2 membership functions into simple fuzzy
membership functions. The popular tools to develop a fuzzy
logic based system are third generation programming
languages such as java and c# of .Net framework
(www.microsoft.com/net) and packages like Matlab
(www.mathworks.in). Many specific packages also have been
developed such as Fuzzy Attitude (www.fuzzytech.com),
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JFuzzyLogic (sourceforge.net/projects/javafuzzyed/), Fuzzy
Editor (http://jeux.windows.simplenet.com/), etc.
C. Hybrid Systems
Every technique has its advantages and limitations. The
idea behind hybridization of two or more techniques is to get
advantages of all candidate technique in a common application.
For example, consider hybridization of ANN and FL. It is
observed that both ANN and FL have their own pros and cons.
ANN based systems are good where there is availability of data
but lack of generalized knowledge behind it. ANN systems are
good in self learning however lacks in documentation of
knowledge. This is the prime reason why such system cannot
provide reasoning and detail explanation of decision made.
Fuzzy logic is good in handling uncertainty and handling
natural linguistic values, but lacks self learning and enforces
documentation of knowledge in generalized form. Hybridizing
these two technologies provide dual advantages of FL and
ANN both in one common application. Specifically NeuroFuzzy hybridization (NF) achieves advantages of self learning,
explanation and reasoning and user friendly interface along
with the advantages associated with documentation of
knowledge. As stated earlier, third generation programming
languages and packages like Matlab can be used to develop
such hybrid systems.
Fuzzy Adaptive Learning Control Network (FALCON) [4]
Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) [5],
Generalized Approximated Reasoning based Intelligent Control
(GARIC) [6], Neuro-Fuzzy Control (NEFCON) [7], Fuzzy
Inference and Neural Network in Fuzzy Inference Software
(FINEST) [8], Fuzzy Net (FUN) [9], Evolving Fuzzy Neural
Network (EFuNN) [10], Self Constructing Neural Fuzzy
Inference Network (SONFIN) [11], etc are popular tools that
help in development of such hybrid system.
Not only NF system, but also different techniques such as
genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic, neuro-fuzzy-genetic and
neuro-genetic hybridization are also popular. At present our
framework was designed and implemented to support
development of FL, ANN and NF type of systems. However, it
can be enhanced to encompass other soft computing techniques
and tools. Hence, the literature survey is restricted to these
approaches only.
The above tools are either costly or application specific
such as Cihan H et al. [12]; or not web-enabled. Many of them
are not user friendly and to use such tools would be challenge
for the non-computer professionals. Tools like Adaptive
Network Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) and Dynamic
Evolving Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (DENFIS) need
platform of MatLab which is costly. Many researchers have
experimented development of dedicated applications in the
field. Pioneer of them can be given as Ajit Abraham [13] Jang
et al. [14], Mendel [15] and Wu & Mendal [16], Emilio SoriaOlivas et al. [17], Ching Long Su et al. [18], John & Coupland
[19], Oscar Castillo & Patricia Melin [20]. Much application
specific work is done by various researchers including
Malkawi & Murad [21], Nie et al. [22], Bouzaidaa et al. [23]
and Azriyenni & Mustafa [24].
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Considering the aforementioned
observations can be made.







work;

following

Majority of the existing solutions are application
specific;
The solutions may not be web based;
The solution, which supports computer aided
development may not support modern artificial
intelligent techniques;
The existing solutions may not be flexible and
extendible to accommodate users new requirements
and other technology in future;
The exiting solutions/tools may not be reusable; and
The exiting solutions are generally meant for
programmers hence they may not be user-friendly to
non-computer professionals; etc.

This leads to a development of generic, web-enabled and
user friendly architecture that supports interactive development
of all type of soft computing intelligent system. As a prototype,
the framework is designed and implemented for automatic
development of FL, ANN and NF hybridized systems.
However, it is designed in a flexible way to support many more
latest technologies. The prime objectives were decided as
follows.




III. DESIGN OF THE FRAMEWORK
Design of the framework which meets objectives finalized
and mentioned in earlier section is presented here. The
framework is divided into three layers. In its first layer
repositories for reusable codes are stored as generic
independent objects. The reusable codes included here are
neural network, fuzzy logic and neuro-fuzzy systems. Second
layer is a database layer. The database accommodates third
party tool, user profiles, meta data repositories and protocols, if
any. Third layer is an interface layer. The interface layer
accommodates information acquisition and interaction facilities
for users of the system. This layer also provides facility of
customized representation of the output to the users of the
system. The interface layer also accommodates other
information such as local databases, log of the system and
frequently asked queries. Fig. 1 illustrates these layers in a
generic framework.
Using the framework one can generate artificial neural
network based systems, fuzzy logic based systems and neurofuzzy systems at this stage. The framework is flexible enough
to add reusable component of other paradigms such as Genetic
Algorithms (GA). In this case, GA based systems can be
developed or neuro-genetic systems can be developed using the
framework.

Development of fuzzy logic based editor to facilitate
working with linguistic variable and vague input;
Development of popular fuzzy membership functions
with fuzzification and defuzzification techniques;
Development of type reducer component for
converting type 2 fuzzy systems into typical fuzzy
systems so as the above fuzzy function can be used;

Repository Layer

ANN

FL………………. ……….. ………

Database Layer

Third Party Tools

Meta Data

Interface Layer

Info Acquisition

Customized Presentation
Acquisition

Figure 1. Multi layer framework.





Development of reusable library containing activation
functions and learning algorithms for artificial neural
network;
Mechanism for Neuro-fuzzy hybridization; and
Development of miscellaneous features such as back
up, security feature, web templates and theme library
of variety of presentation of generated code, etc;

User Profiles
Other Info
Profiles

A. Generation of ANN
The artificial neural network repository include code
segments for feed forward, radial basis function, Kohonen self
organized maps, learning vector quantization, recurrent
networks, etc. Some of the codes follow existing methodology
and some use novel mechanisms such as modified sigmoid and
tangent activation functions. When parameters of the ANN
such as number of layers and neurons, learning rate, learning
algorithm, etc; the ANN is generated. To generate any feed
forward, fully connected, back propagation type of multilayer
ANN with supervised learning following code snippet is used.

Section 3 describes the design of the framework.
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public class NeuralNetwork
{ protected Layer[ ] layers;
protected int ni;
protected LearningAlgorithm la;
public int N_Inputs
{ get { return ni; }
}
public int N_Outputs
{ { return layers[N_Layers - 1].N_Neurons; }
}
public int N_Layers
{ get { return layers.Length; } }
public LearningAlgorithm LearningAlg
{ { return la; }
set { la = (value != null) ? value : la; } }
public Layer this[int n]
{ { return layers[n]; }}
public NeuralNetwork(int inputs, int[] layers_desc,
ActivationFunction n_act, LearningAlgorithm learn)
{ if (layers_desc.Length < 1)
throw new Exception("PERCEPTRON : cannot build
perceptron, it must have at least 1 layer of neurone");
if (inputs < 1)
throw new Exception("PERCEPTRON : cannot
build perceptron, it must have at least 1 input");
la = learn;
ni = inputs;
layers = new Layer[layers_desc.Length];
layers[0] = new Layer(layers_desc[0], ni);
for (int i = 1; i < layers_desc.Length; i++)
layers[i] = new Layer(layers_desc[i], layers_desc[i
- 1], n_act);
}

for (int i = 1; i < N_Layers; i++)
result = layers[i].Output(result);
return result;
}
} }
However, users are not aware of the background code; they
can interact through the framework by a friendly interface as
shown in Fig. 2.
B. Generation of Fuzzy Logic
To generate fuzzy logic based system the components such
as fuzzification method, defuzzification method, type reduction
codes (for type 2 FL systems), etc are developed and kept in
the repository layer. Many of these methods are innovative.
Fig. 3 provides an overview of the components of the FL
repositories.
Codes of each component shown in Fig. 3 are developed
and kept ready. To generate fuzzy logic based system, an
interface is generated as shown in Fig. 4.

public void randomizeWeight()
{ foreach (Layer l in layers)
l.randomizeWeight(); }
public void randomizeThreshold()
{ foreach (Layer l in layers)
l.randomizeThreshold(); }
public void randomizeAll()
{ foreach (Layer l in layers)
l.randomizeAll(); }
public void
setActivationFunction(ActivationFunction f)
{ foreach (Layer l in layers)
l.setActivationFunction(f); }
{ foreach (Layer l in layers)
l.setRandomizationInterval(min, max); }
public float[] Output(float[] input)
{ (input.Length != ni)
throw new Exception("PERCEPTRON : Wrong input
vector size, unable to compute output value");
float[] result;
result = layers[0].Output(input);
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Figure 2. Interface to create ANN.

Fuzzy Logic

Membership Function
Linear, Triangular, Gaussian,
Trapezoidal, with other
modified functions, etc.

Centroid type, interval
integration type, heuristic
based type reduction, etc.

Type Reducer

Defuzzification Methods
Centroid, Center of gravity,
max membership, Weighted
average, Mean max, etc.

Knowledge Base
Rules, Temporary work
space, and Inference
mechanism etc.

Figure 3. FL repository components.
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Figure 4. Generation of FL based system.

Figure 5. Developing a hybrid neuro-fuzzy systems.
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C. Generation of Neuro Fuzzy Component
Since the components of the ANN and FL are ready they
can be reused to develop hybrid neuro-fuzzy systems in
different way. An interface is developed to select an
appropriate type of the hybridization as shown in Fig. 5.
IV. CONCLUSION
The generic neuro-fuzzy framework presented here
facilitates automatic development of intelligent system in
friendly way. Using the framework many successful systems
can be developed. To name a few: course selection and career
advice system, student’s aptitude evaluation system, neurofuzzy recruitment system, and portfolio management system.
It provides advantages such as reusability, modularity, and
flexibility. The system developed using this framework can be
saved for future use and served as good knowledge
management tool. As user need not have to write codes for the
components (just on demand attachment of component can be
done), user may concentrate on analysis and design of the
system in order to increase quality of the system. Obviously,
the framework reduces the total man power required to build
intelligent system, especially minimizes the role and need of
computer professionals. It will also save time and save manual
programming work. This generic library and framework are
developed using Microsoft’s Dot Net technology (Visual
Studio 2010) and this can be updated easily to future release of
versions. In future more components /codes can be added in to
the framework along with visual interface.
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Abstract—Component-based software development
(CBD) promises development of high-quality
trustworthy software systems within specified budget
and deadline. The selection of the most appropriate
component based on specific requirement plays a vital
role for high-quality software product. Multi-Agent
software (MAS) engineering approach played a crucial
role for selection of the most appropriate component
based on a specific requirement in a distributed
environment. In this paper, multi agent technique is
used for component selection. A semi-automated
solution to COTS component selection is proposed. It is
evident from the result that (MAS) plays an essential
role and is suitable for component selection in a
distributed environment keeping in view of the system
design and testing strategies.
Keywords- Component selection, Component based
development, COTS, Multi Agent Software Engineering

I. INTRODUCTION
Developing high-quality software product within
budget and time is always a challenging concern to
the software industries. Component-based software
development plays a crucial role in addressing
challenges faced by the software industries. CBD
supports development of software using software
components, also, known as commercial of the shelf
system (COTS). COTS components are sold in open
market and manufacturers of COTS define how a
component can plug and play into a system based on
the specified requirement [1].
Ideally, COTS components are like black box
solutions, one has to learn how a component can be
plugged into the system by using its required and
provide interfaces as defined by its manufacturers.
The component is developed by following software
development phases such as System requirement
specification, System Modeling and Design, System
implementation and Testing [10]. COTS Components
are highly reliable and trustworthy as they are
rigorously tested by its manufacturer and most of the
Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
ISBN: 978-0-9957075-2-8

components have a rating that is evaluated by its
customers [12].
However, Selection of component plays a vital
role in developing high-quality software systems
within specified constraints like budget, efforts and
development time. Selection of candidate component
as per specified requirement is a challenging task as
the selection is usually based on multiple criteria such
as functionality support, cost, reliability, security,
adoptability etc.
Multi-Agent System (MAS) is intelligent software
system consists of software components also known
as Agent. These agents can interact with each other or
can coordinate with each other to accomplish assigned
task. For example, agents can be used to identify most
suitable candidates for a particular set of
requirements.
Multi-Agent approach is ideal for this research as
the agent can explore all available servers in the
distributed network and recommend potential
candidate components.
This paper is organized as follows: section I
describes introduction of the paper, sections II
discusses about the related work, section III puts
forward the proposed model, section IV explains the
role of different agents in the proposed mode, and
section V conclusion and future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Software engineering research community has
suggested different strategies and methodologies for
the selection of candidate COTS components.
Rikard et al. surveyed component selection state
of the art in the embedded systems domain and
presented a meta-model for selection method based on
common activities and practices. The authors also
gave suggestions which can be utilized as a schema
when making the technique and methodology for
component selection [2].
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X. Burgu´es et al. suggested a process model for
combined selection of components based on the
features of two levels, a global one matching to the
combined selection itself, and a local level where all
the individual selection processes take place in
specific areas. The main contribution of this study is
to consider the aggregate expense for a system rather
than specifying in advance the individual expenses for
various components [3].
Lawrence et al. proposed an approach (CARE/SA)
which supports the iterative selection (matching and
ranking) of COTS components. The author considered
COTS component's representation within architecture
as an aggregate of their functional and non-functional
requirements with its own set of attributes. The
proposed framework could be viewed as an extension
to previous methodologies with a systematic approach
to matching, ranking, and selection COTS
components as shown in figure 1. [4]

a)

Identify the processes which support COTS
software evaluation and selection.
b) Determine the criteria or requirements
which are important for successful
evaluation and selection process.
c) Propose methods and techniques to address
the mismatch between COTS features and
customer requirements.
d) Develop a repository to manage information
from previous selection cases that support
the decision-making process.
M. Shakeel et al. [7] proposed component
selection methodology for component-based software
engineering. The author claimed that most of the IT
developers in development countries (UDCs) are
unaware about the COTS evaluation and selection
methodology. This methodology will reduce
development times, cost effective and less strenuous
efforts on the basis of software quality model
ISO/IEC 25010 as shown in figure 2.

Figure 1. Overview of the CARE Process [4].

Zahid et al. in their work evaluated the recent
practice of evaluation and selection of COTS
components from software houses in Pakistan. Closed
questionnaire methodology was adopted in the study.
The result shows that no criterion is utilized for
evaluating and selecting COTS components by the
majority of respondents. Authors proposed a
framework for COTS selection, integration and
evaluation [5].
Tarawneh et al. [6] suggested a framework support
and improve the COTS software evaluation and
selection processes in industry. To achieve this
objective the authors have shown that specific
objectives have to be addressed:

Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
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Figure 2. IROTS Process [7].

Shah et al. proposed a method for component
selection using fuzzy logic. Several software quality
factors like reusability, portability, security,
maintainability etc were considered in the proposed
method. This methodology was evaluated using
hypothetical case study [8].
Agora [9] is a web-based component search
prototype proposed by Carnegie Mellon software
engineering Inst. Agora provides agents that crawl the
www.ijeacs.com
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Web for components. In this model, the whole process
is divided into two main tasks.

beyond one's individual abilities or knowledge of each
problem solver.

One of the task which is an automated background
task is performed by an agent, i.e. a background agent
is responsible to automatically search the location and
indexes of COTS on the web for component
specific/specification model. While the component
selection and retrieval task is a manual and done by
the expert as shown in figure 3.

As multi-agent is composed of several
autonomous agents, there is a need of coordination
and cooperation among the agents as shown in the
Figure4.

The main advantage of agora approach is its
ability to automatically build an index of available
worldwide components on the web [9].

Firstly the task of searching COTS component as
per defined criteria is broken into several sub-tasks
and each of the sub-tasks is assigned to specific
agents. For example, sub-tasks like matching
requirement against integration complexity, security
features verification, cost-benefit analysis, adaptation,
and quality assurance verification is assigned to
different agents as shown in figure 4.
These agents, after solving their respective subtasks, co-ordinate with the main agent to produce the
result's set of candidate components as per the
selection criteria in the form of a weighted matrix
[11]. Finally, an expert team will decide the candidacy
of the most suitable component available from the list
of choices.
ABCS model take the outline of the user
requirement [User requirements may be in plain
English or in script form or any other defined form]
and application domain [like health, agriculture,
business, education etc] as the input parameter and
select the candidate component from the list of
available components from different repositories in a
distributed network as shown in figure 5.

Figure 3: Agora Architecture [9].

III. PROPOSED MODEL
The currently available models for COTS
component selection are complex and difficult to
implement and also its time consuming. The analysis
indicated that there is a need of improvement to
COTS component selection process.
This paper proposed an efficient semi-automated
COTS component selection technique which is easy
to understand and easy to implement as well.
A semi-automated model [ABCS] for COTS
component selection is proposed. This model is based
on the multi-agent technique in which a group of
agents works together with the single objective of
completing a specific task i.e. identifying the list of
suitable candidate components. Figure 4 shows a
conceptual view of this approach.
The whole process of identifying the candidate
component requires multiple agents to work together.
A multi-agent system is a loosely coupled network of
several agents which interact among themselves or
with external environments to solve problems that are
Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
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As it is often seen that based on the requirements,
there might be several COTS products that match the
requirements for different degrees, but in few cases
most likely none of the several candidates would
completely match the user requirements.
The proposed model also has an agent integrating
tool [ABIT] that takes system architecture and list of
candidate components and integrates them to generate
source code for integrated components as shown in
figure 6.
In case of any compatibility issues it is handled by
compatibility test agent. It tests the compatibility
issues while integrating the selected candidate
components with the system architecture.
This agent automatically verify and validate the
compatibility of selected COTS component for any
risk of failure since selected component has to
integrate into the system and there is always a risk of
component failure at later stages of development.
In case the test shows compatibility problem while
integrating the selected candidate components, the
system will select the next possible candidate
component from the ABCS list as shown in figure 6.
Interactions between these agents are shown in figure
7.
www.ijeacs.com
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Figure 4. Conceptual view of multi-agent approach for component section.

Figure 5. Conceptual Model of Component Gathering Agent.

IV.

AGENT ROLE IN THE MODEL

A. Gathering Agent
The main responsibility of this agent is to maintain
in-house component meta-data database. Once
requirement is specified to this agent, it travels in
distributed network, collect meta-data details related
to available matching components and classify them
Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
ISBN: 978-0-9957075-2-8

based on the component model to update in-house
database.
Vendor of the component maintain meta-data
details in online repositories, as shown in figure 5.
Following are some of the listed categories of
component classified based on the component model.


Microsoft’s COM/DCOM/COM+
components.
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Microsoft’s .Net components.
Object Management Group OMG’s
CORBA.




Oracle J2EE or JEE 5 components
Oracle JAVA RMI components

Figure 6. Model of Multi-agent based Component selection and Integration with Testing Tool.

Figure 7. Agent Interaction Sequence diagram for Multi-agent based Component selection.

B. MRC Agent
Matching requirement versus Integration complexity is
addressed by MRC agent. It plays a major role in the
evaluation of every component based on its matching
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requirement and its relative complexity to integrate.

F. Quality Assurance Agent
It is well-known fact that no software can be 100% errorfree. To check component high-quality features, knowing that it
is developed by the vendor company and may have some
issues, it is necessary to check the rating of the component as
most of the vendors maintain a rating of the components.
Also, it is necessary to find out what problems other users
are encountering from vendor site where issue tracker related to
the component are posted. The role of this agent is to validate
and verify above mentioned high-quality attributes and
generate a software quality metric for measurement that is used
to evaluate software quality in a system as shown in figure 10.

Figure 8. MRC Agent.

The component that has highest matching requirement and
lowest effort to integrate will be considered from the
component candidate list as shown in figure 8 and figure 9.

Figure10. MRC Agent.

V.

Figure 9. MRC Agent.

C. Security Agent
The role of this agent is to verify the security features in the
selected candidate components. The components should be
verified for any breach of security. This agent has
authentication and authorization manager which checks how
certificate authority, usable security policies etc. are defined
and security mechanisms are implemented and supported.
D. Cost Agent
The main responsibility of this agent is to take part in the
cost-benefit analysis so as to compare the component features
& functionalities with the cost. Costs should be seen in broad
aspects; because low cost components may result in higher
total cost along the product’s life cycle. Buying component
with loads of features also results in a higher cost and most of
the features remain unused by the users.
E. Adoption Agent
The main responsibility of this agent is to verify component
adoption process by studying all pre-requisite in a way that
components can be easily integrated into the system
architecture effectively.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper, an approach to COTS component selection
was presented. The software component selection is done based
on different attributes like availability of features and
functionalities in the component as per requirements,
component adoption easiness in the architecture, security, cost,
quality of service etc.
The proposed approach attempts to find the best candidate
component list based on the requirements in a distributed
environment. The multi-agent technique is considered in this
approach by breaking a task into several sub-tasks and these
sub-tasks are assigned to specific agents to be solved.
All the rigid conditions are taken into consideration and
based on this; the most optimal component sets are generated.
Finally, domain experts will decide the candidacy of the most
suitable component available from the list of choices.
This approach gives acceptable results. This semiautomated solution to COTS component selection has the main
improvement in reduction time of COST selection process
which leads to acceleration of development and time to market.
Further, knowledge of available COTS component is another
advantage of the proposed solution.
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Abstract - Now a day everyone is having a passion of playing
Survival games so, keeping on mind this project gives a best
experience on playing the best escaping game. Usually this game
consists of very high visual graphics. Ball is the main player in
the game designed, the main aim of the player is to hold its life
and reach from source to destination by escaping from the
different disturbances like obstacle which come in between.
Game has many modules mainly Ball control, Checkpoints,
Enemy kill and die, Self-destruct, Coin pickup and many other
modules. Game has made for all devices like, windows and Mac
OS systems. This Game is made by Unity Platform, and
programming is with Javascript. Entire game gives a good
experience with good Visual Effects.
Keywords: Survival games, Escaping game, Javascript, Visual
Effects.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Bounty Rescuestep is game which gives the more
challenging levels than the other survival game in the world.
The game is about the ball surviving from the different types of
obstacles in the 2 levels of the game using life expectancy.
Bounty Rescuestep gives a gives a best visual design, simple
controls and best comprehension of the development of 3D
objects in the game. It provides high difficulty in playing with
the obstacles and escaping from them. It gives high trouble in
playing with the obstacles and getting away from them.
Bounty Rescuestep is created by a gaming platform called
“Unity 3d 5” and animation of gaming objects like Ball
Destroy, Smoke effect and Ball pieces are done with the
animation software called “Blender 2.0”. The programming is
done to the objects like Ball Movement, Ball Kill, Coin Pickup
and Enemy Kill are done with the Programming language
“Java Script (js)”. 3D modeling, Rendering of the objects and
physics applied on the objects are done with the use of Unity.
Bounty Rescuestep is made for the different platforms like
Windows, Linux and Mac PCs. Controls are made only for PCs
which has a keyboard because, all controls are programmed for
only keys pressed for arrow keys and space. By starting the
game asks frequently for the setting like Resolution, Full screen
or windowed, Graphics quality. If these settings are done then
game starts.
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II.
SURVEY
Motivation: Maximum of people are spending their time in
playing games in free time and that too a survival games have
got a huge popularity and I am from those people who plays a
lot of survival games. Got an interest to create a game like a
survival game to increase design and creativity skills in me and
give a challenging game to world. Aim the addiction of people
on the game.
Scope: Gaming is a passion in every person’s life. Not only
in designing a game, but also playing games will gain some
ideas and creativity in the person. More Challenging levels and
difficulty will increases the anxiety in the person’s mind to play
the game more.
Objective: Bounty Rescuestep is a game of huge escaping
techniques and having the challenging levels in it. Its main
objective is to reach the destination using the life span of a ball.
Bounty Rescuestep aims the people who are addicted to the
survival games and gives full satisfaction and makes people to
addict to this game.
Problem Definitions: Problem in the existing system is
failed to give a good visual graphics and challenging levels.
The existing system Nokia Bounce game has these problems
and light weighted obstacles are the main drawback of the
game. These problems are analyzed and we have given a
possible outcome to the problems defined.
Existing System: Nokia Bounce game is a classic game and
got popular in 2009. Its Gameplay is about to survive a ball
from different obstacles like water, lamp and rings. In the part
of gameplay there will be power up ring to make ball bigger.
Gamepley will be exceptionally appealing and the levels will
be anything but difficult to play. It is a 2D game so the visual
graphics will be in medium and the sprite’s pixels also will be
visible because of low visual graphics. Bounce game was very
much popular because, it was the attractive game in those days
in the Nokia mobile phone. After the completion of J2ME
mobile generation the new technology Android has launched
many games in 3D and also in 2D. There are many different
levels to survive in the game and keep alive till it reaches the
destination. There were many obstacles like spiders, sharps and
fire. If the ball hits to these obstacles then the ball loose its
health and then restarts the game from the checkpoint which
was reached last In these last 7 years the developer of Bounce
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game was kept silent by leaving it with all the bugs but, people
can’t forget the game and its popularity. Keeping that on mind
this project is started with the more advanced features and high
visual graphics.
Disadvantages of Existing System: Nokia Bounce game has
many disadvantages as it was developed many years ago. Now
new technologies have been developed to solve those
disadvantages and give a adventurous game to the users. The
main disadvantages of the Nokia Bounce game are:
 Bounce game has very less difficulty levels to survive and
very easy to play the game and complete it.
 Bounce game has very less visual graphics and designed
with old technology 2D.
 Obstacles are not exceedingly perilous to survive and we
can't kill them in the gameplay.
Pixel clarity in the diversion will less and every one of the
items in the game is not obviously outlined.
III.
DESIGN
Systems design is the way toward characterizing the design,
segments, modules, interfaces, and information for a systems
design to fulfill determined prerequisites. Systems design could
be viewed as the utilization of systems design hypothesis to
item advancement. There is some cover with the controls of
frameworks examination, design and frameworks building.
3.1 System Proposed
Bounty Rescuestep is a game which is designed with the
3D technology with high visual graphics and challenging
levels. Diversion will need to trouble levels however numerous
checkpoints scattered amidst the levels. Checkpoints are
utilized to restart the diversion from the closest indicate abstain
from beginning from the earliest starting point.
Bounty Rescuestep has designed with 3D animated enemies
and Obstacles. Enemies are scatters in the game at every step to
be made more challenging for player. Obstacles are outlined in
a manner that, ball can't escape from those hindrances
effortlessly. Many obstacles designed like Hammers, Fire
Balls, Lamps, Sharps, rockets and other unusual obstacles in
the game.
Unusual obstacles are like, when the ball is going on
unexpectedly the way will be destroyed and ball will fell down
and the game starts again. Furthermore, the ball will move and
all of a sudden at a specific place a colossal divider will fall on
the ball and ball will be devastated. At last, a circumstance
happens where ball will be encompassed by numerous
obstructions and around then an undetectable collider will
detect the ball and opens an approach to escape from that
circumstance. Ball Destroy effect is designed in the software
called “Blender”. When a ball hits to an enemy or obstacle then
the ball break in to the pieces. Whenever any fire obstacles like
Fire Ball or Rocket hits the ball then the ball will be blasted
and breaks in to pieces and the smoke effect will be
instantiated. After escaping from all these obstacles the ball
reaches a destination where at end a rocket launcher will be
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present. The ball must destroy the Rocket launcher and reach
the home to enter in to next level or to complete the game.
Advantages of Proposed System: Bounty Rescuestep has
many advantages as it was developed by new platform Unity
3D 5. New technologies has been developed many advances in
making a game to gain more users and reputation.
The primary favorable circumstances of the Bounty
Rescuestep game are:





Bounce Rescuestep has high difficulty levels to survive
and very hard and challenging to play the game and
complete it.
Bounty Rescuestep game has very high visual graphics
and designed with new technology 3D.
Obstacles are profoundly risky to survive and we can
even kill them in the gameplay however not every one
of the obstacles.



Pixel clarity in the game is great and execution and
speed exceptionally productive and can change the
design and determination settings before the gameplay.
 Challenging levels in the game makes very addicted to
the players. Animations are with very high visuals than
the existing system.
3.2 System Architecture
System architecture is the calculated model that
characterizes the structure, conduct, and more perspectives of a
system. A design description is a formal portrayal and
representation of a system, sorted out in a way that backings
thinking about the structures and practices of the system.
Entity Component System (ECS) is an architectural pattern
that is mostly used in game development. An ECS follows
the Composition over inheritance principle that allows greater
flexibility in defining entities where every object in a game's
scene is an entity (e.g. enemies, bullets, vehicles, etc.). Every
Entity consists of one or more components which add
additional behavior or functionality. Therefore the behavior of
an entity can be changed at runtime by adding or removing
components. This eliminates the ambiguity problems of deep
and wide inheritance hierarchies that are difficult to
understand, maintain and extend. Common ECS approaches are
highly compatible and often combined with data oriented
design techniques.
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3.3 Modules
Bounty Rescuestep is a purely dependent on the modules.
All the modules are created by the language JavaScript. There
are many modules in the game for every action for which the
player has made.

Fig 2 shows that, the blue bar represents enemy is in
Moving state. Till an enemy occurs any action it loops in the
same state.

The main modules in the game which are frequently used as
follows:
 Ball Control: Ball control is utilized to take the input from
keypad and execute as indicated by the code written in it.
At the point when a player types horizontal arrow keys
then the ball pushes ahead and in reverse and space is
utilized to bounce. Numerous other controlling rationales
have been utilized.
 Ball Health: Ball health is used to destroy the Ball object
and instantiate the breaking effect and restart the game
from check point or from the beginning of the game. It also
used to produce ball blast effect.
 Kill Script: Kill Script is used whenever the ball hits to an
obstacle then this module redirect to the Ball health and
then the ball object will be destroyed. It has a function
“OnTriggerEnter()” which takes any action when an object
enters the collider.

Figure 3. Enemy walk state and Enemy Die state.

Fig 3 shows 2 more states where enemy can Walk, Die and
Exit. Whenever a game starts the enemy goes to
“Enemy_Walk” state, if player kills the enemy then enemy
goes to “Enemy_Die” State and then followed by “Exit” state
to destroy the Enemy object.

 Coin Pickup: Coin Pickup is used whenever the ball
collects the coins. The Script consists of Trigger function.
When the ball touches the collider then trigger activates
and the following logic will execute such that the coin gets
invisible by providing coin effect and increments the score
by 1.
 Die On Hit: Die on hit is a script used when a player kills
the enemy by bouncing on the top collider of the enemy
then the enemy dies with the animated object and then
followed by destroy() function to destroy the Enemy center
objects.
 Check Points: Check Point Script attached to the invisible
collider when a ball reaches this check point then the
module activates and store the position of x, y and z axes
and start the game from the last check point.

Figure 4. Enemy goes in to Stopped State.

Fig 4 shows that, the blue bar represents enemy is in
Stopped state. It means that Enemy is killed and object is also
destroyed.
Transformations: In the game there are many
Transformations like Rotations and Positions. Objects like
Coins, Enemy, Fireball and Hammers will having some actions
to move horizontal and vertical. These Transformations are
done as shown in below figures.

IV.
IMPLEMENTATION
Animated Enemy Flow Diagrams: In the game Enemy is
animated from initial state to different states and flow of states
are given as shown in fig 2.

Figure 5. Change in enemy Position to move horizontal.

Figure 2. This flowchart represents the state when an enemy is in Moving
State.
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Fig 5 shows the position of coin within 6 seconds at 180
degrees in the Y-axis direction and add a loop to move
horizontal continuously till it killed by the player.
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Figure 9. Ball destroy effect when a ball is hit to enemy.

Figure 6. Graph representation of both position and rotation.

Fig 6 shows the revolution and position in a diagram
representation of a foe inside 6 seconds at 180 degrees in the
Y-axis bearing and add a loop to Transform. “Blue” line
represents “Rotation” and “Yellow” line
V.

Fig 9 describes, when a ball touches or hits to the enemy
then ball will break in to pieces and player loses 1 life and
again game will be restarted.

RESULT

Figure 10. Effect when Ball kills an enemy.

Fig 10 describes when an enemy is killed by the ball. At
whatever point a ball bounced on the highest point of the foe
then an adversary will be killed as shown in the above figure.

Figure 7. Main menu screen to start the game or exit.

Figure 11. Smoke effect when a ball gets blast.
Figure 8. Ball effect when a coin is picked.

Fig 8 describes the effect which is instantiated when a ball
collects the coins. The effect is called as a coin effect.
Whenever the coin is picked, coin will disappear by producing
this effect and the scorecard will increase by 1.
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Fig 11 describes a blasting effect, when a rocket or any fire
obstacle hits the ball then smoke effect is produced as shown.
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Figure 12. Light Obstacle and Hammer Objects.

Fig 12 describes 2 new obstacles called Light Obstacle and
Blue color objects are called as Hammers. Even these obstacles
are also can ruin the life of the player “Ball”.

Figure 15. Final Destination called as Home.

Fig 15 describes Home, where a ball should reach final
destination to start the new level or end the game.
VI.
TEST CASES
User Interface: User Interface Test case is used to check
that gameplay display is working under following conditions.
 Check that Full screen mode is working or not.
 Check that will the game supports all the screen resolutions
are not.
 Check the graphic settings to work efficiently.
Figure 13. Ball Burning Effect when a fire ball touches the Player.

Fig 13 describes a burning effect, when a fire ball obstacle
hits the ball then smoke effect is produced and breaks in to
pieces as shown.

 Check for animatronics, movements of the objects,
Computer graphics, all gestures like Zooming etc.
 Objects overlapping
 Character should move from specific area or screen.
Performance: Performance is measured in different conditions
like the game loading speed, the total memory occupied by the
game and also elapsed time of the game.
 Check the stacking time of the diversion.
 Make beyond any doubt that any move is not making
impressive time; the flow in the game should be fast
enough throughout the levels.
Score: Score Test case is used to check the scoring module and
its functionality in the game.

Figure 14. Clear image of Sharp of Sharp Obstacle.

Fig 14 describes a new obstacle called Sharps. Even the ball
jumps or bounce on these sharps then the ball will break in to
pieces and game will be restarted. The Sharps are customized
to move vertically.
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 Score estimation to be measured.
 Need to monitor the levels played with the score.
 Score board to be observed.
Functionality: Functionality test case is used to check the
working of logic and object in the game to work properly.
 Check diversion range , Check amusement rationale, Play
till last level, Check for the reward score, Check the score
climb when the level gets expanded, Menu alternatives,
Different diversion modes and area, Check for the timeout.
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VII.
CONCLUSION
Our video game known as Bounty Rescuestep worked
really well. It is now performing all the features that we aimed
for. Now user can escape different obstacles using the player
Ball. There are many levels of difficulties. We can easily
change reach the destination to get through the next level.
We are getting two hundred and fifty five vibrant colours
for each pixel. The limited size of the memory that is SRAM
limited our design to 8 bits per pixel but still it full fills our
requirement. We could get more colourful picture if we have an
access to large memory.
Toward beginning of the game we planned to include more
components in the diversion that is to make it for android and
other cell phones. Encourage we expected to make an
immaculate 3D diversion. Be that as it may, the plan of the
amusement turned out to be excessively mind boggling than
anticipated. It required us a great deal of investment to
compose that rationale. Hence we are including these
components as future upgrades.
We took in a considerable measure through this game. This
project has honed our idea of VGA controller and the softwarehardware interface. We took in a great deal about various
memory interfaces. This project involved almost all kinds of
memories that are SRAM, RAM, ROM and SDRAM. This
project not only tested our technical skills but also our
temperament. There were times that we practically lost trust yet
we recouped through consistent focus and diligent work.
VIII. FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS
Make the game more attracted with the new difficulty
levels and challenging to the user to feel more addicted to the
game. Another future enhancement can be made is that game is
available in android platform.
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Abstract—Data mining is an integrated field, depicted
technologies in combination to the areas having database,
learning by machine, statistical study, and recognition in patterns
of same type, information regeneration, A.I networks,
knowledge-based portfolios, artificial intelligence, neural
network, and data determination. In real terms, mining of data is
the investigation of provisional data sets for finding hidden
connections and to gather the information in peculiar form which
are justifiable and understandable to the owner of gather or
mined data. An unsupervised formula which differentiate data
components into collections by which the components in similar
group are more allied to one other and items in rest of cluster
seems to be non-allied, by the criteria of measurement of equality
or predictability is called process of clustering. Cluster analysis is
a relegating task that is utilized to identify same group of object
and it is additionally one of the most widely used method for
many practical application in data mining. It is a method of
grouping objects, where objects can be physical, such as a student
or may be a summary such as customer comportment,
handwriting. It has been proposed many clustering algorithms
that it falls into the different clustering methods. The intention of
this paper is to provide a relegation of some prominent clustering
algorithms.

model data by its clusters. Cluster analysis divides data into
paramount or utilizable groups (clusters). If consequential
clusters are our objective, then the resulting clusters should
capture the “natural” structure of the data. Cluster analysis is
only a subsidiary starting point for other purposes, e.g., data
compression or efficiently finding the most proximate
neighbors of points. Whether for understanding or utility,
cluster analysis has long been utilized in a wide variety of
fields: psychology and other convivial sciences, biology,
statistics, pattern apperception, information retrieval, machine
learning, and data mining. In this chapter we provide a short
exordium to cluster analysis. We present a brief view recent
technique, which utilizes a concept-predicated approach. In this
case, the approach to clustering high dimensional data must
deal with the “curse of dimensionality”.

Keywords— cluster analysis; comportment; relegation; algorithms;
natural; distribution; hypothesis

I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining is an integrated field, depicted technologies in
combination to the areas having database, learning by machine,
statistical study, and recognition in patterns of same type,
information regeneration, A.I networks, knowledge-based
portfolios, artificial intelligence, neural network, and data
determination. In real terms, mining of data is the investigation
of provisional data sets for finding hidden connections and to
gather the information in peculiar form which are justifiable
and understandable to the owner of gather or mined data. The
connections and hidden information gathered by data mining
are represented as layouts or arrangements.
Clustering is to divide data into group of kindred objects.
Objects in each cluster are homogeneous amongst themselves
and dissimilar to the objects in other clusters. Fewer clusters
which are representing data achieve simplification but on other
side it additionally loses certain fine information and detail. It
represents many fine objects by few clusters, and hence, it
Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
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Figure 1. An illustration of making clusters.

The main achievement of clustering is allocating objects to
the groups which are having similar behavior or attributes and
nature, and non-likeness to rest of the instances.
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Process of Clustering:
The overall process of cluster analysis involves four
rudimentary steps as explicated below.
A. Feature Selection or Extraction
Feature selection is the process of identifying the most
efficacious subset of the pristine features to utilize in
clustering, whereas the feature extraction is the process of
transforming one or more input features to engender incipient
salient feature. Clustering process is highly dependent on this
step. Infelicitous cull of features increases the involution and
may result into impertinent clusters, additionally.
B. Clustering Algorithm Design or Selection
The impossibility theorem states that, “no single clustering
algorithm simultaneously gratifies the three rudimentary
axioms of data clustering, i.e., scale-invariance, consistency
and richness”. Thus it infeasible to develop a generalized
framework of clustering methods for the application in the
different scientific, gregarious, medical and other fields. It is
consequently very consequential to cull the algorithm
punctiliously by applying domain cognizance. Generally all
algorithms are predicated on the different input parameters, like
number of clusters, optimization/construction criterion,
termination condition, proximity measure etc. This different
parameters and criteria are additionally designed or culled as a
prerequisite of this step.
C. Cluster Validation
As there is no macrocosmic algorithm for clustering,
different clustering algorithm applied to same dataset engender
different results. Even identically tantamount algorithm, with
the different values of parameter engenders different clusters.
Consequently it becomes compulsory to validate or evaluate
the result engender by the clustering method. The evaluation
criteria are categorized as:
1) Internal indices:
The internal indices generally
evaluate the clusters engenders by the clustering algorithm by
comparing it with the data only.
2) External indices: The external indices evaluate the
clustering results by utilizing the prior erudition, e.g. class
labels.
3) Relative indices:
As the designation suggest, this
criteria compares the results against sundry other results
engendered by the different algorithms.
D. Results Interpretation
The last step of clustering process deals with the
representation of the clusters. The ultimate goal of clustering
is to provide users with paramount insights from the pristine
data, so that they can efficaciously analyze and solve the
quandaries. This is still an untouched area of research.
Components of Process of Clustering:
Standard clustering methodology includes the specified
Components:
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(i) Pattern presentation.
(ii) Foundation of common pattern occurrence.
(iii) Collective data patterns based on likeness.
(iv) Data hiding
(v) Estimate of outcome.

Figure 2. Component of Clustering

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. K-means versus K-means ++ Clustering Technique
This paper provides a path of computerizing k-means by
selecting fluky starting midpoints with advanced efficient
predictabilities. With merging k-means to a basic, flukier
seeding terminology, a new articulated method that is (logk)competitive having the optimal efficiency can be produced.
This terminology guarantees an approximated ratio O (log. k)
in which k is count of allied collection.
B. Consensus Clustering Based on Particle Swarm
Optimization Algorithm
In presented paper, the intended accession is the PSO which
used to illuminate the problem of allied collection of
consensus. It is conclude the Particle Swarm Algorithm is
working efficiently regarding present problem. In this paper
firstly the algorithms is described which is used to create
cluster as a group and consensus functions in implementation.
For building the group of clusters five distinct clustering
algorithms are being used, that are K-means using the
Euclidean equality schema, K-means using Manhattan equality
schema,
Expectation–maximization
algorithm
(E.M),
Hierarchical schemes and P.S.O clustering. Presented
algorithms generated the individual allied collections using
similar data sets. By previous using the consensus method on
the obtained clusters using algorithms, the labeling is done on
the result of grouped clustered data.
C. Automatic Identification of Replicated Criminal Websites
Using Combined Clustering
In presented paper a combined clustering method is
presented which is used to link the replicated extortion
websites even the criminals’ use techniques to hide details.
The proposed technique is used for semi-automated extortions
or frauds. For this data is taken from databases of two websites
that are: high yield investment programs (HYIPs) and fake-
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escrow. After getting the data attributes of input data are
extracted. Then in clustering’s first stage computation of
clustering is done for each input attributes by hierarchical
clustering algorithm. A combined matrix is obtained on
attribute basis, and then in the next stage of clustering is done
with that matrix and clusters with criminal data are produced.
The result implies that this technique worked efficiently as
compared to general purpose methods.
D. Fast K-Means Clustering for Very Large Datasets Based
on Map Reduce Combined with a New Cutting Method
This paper proposing a new technique in the clustering
environment based on Map reducing method. A new feature is
also embedding in it that is called a new cutting method. Map
Reduce method helped in executing the job distributive by
dividing it in to several parts and executing concurrently. By
using it with K-Mean it provides facility to handle large data
efficiently but the obstacle there is the increasing number of
iterations which affects the overall performance. The proposed
method providing solution for this obstacle by introducing a
new characteristic called cutting method. By using this
property, the iteration is reduced up to 30% with increasing
throughput.
E. K-Means Based Clustering Approach for Data
Aggregation in Periodic Sensor Networks
In presented paper, an optimized criteria of old PFF method
is proposed named as K-PFF. In the proposed methodology
mean algorithm of clustering is embedding and it is applied
before the older PFF technique is applied on the generated
clusters. By using K-mean the iteration of comparisons are
reduced for finding the similar data. Hence it resulted in the
reduced overhead of network and also reduced data latency.
F. Extensions of Kmeans-Type algorithms: A New Clustering
Framework by Integrating Intracluster Compactness and
Intercluster Separation
In presented paper, a chain of algorithms of clustering by
expanding the current traditional k-means is suggested by
merging the intra cluster likeness and inter cluster division. The
features and effectiveness of proposed algorithms are
experimented on different real-life data sets. The presented
paper includes the under defined phenomenon: 1) the 3
proposed new judicious criteria’s are rely upon the classical kmeans, W-k means, and AWA; 2) rest resembling updated
axioms are made and the concurrence is proven and 3)
empirical practical’s are performed to analyzed the working
efficiency.
G. Map-Reduce Processing of K-means Algorithm With
FPGA-accelerated Computer Cluster
This paper proposed an approach in which the k-means
clustering algorithm is designed and implemented on an
FPGA-accelerated computer cluster. The map-reduce models
used with the map and reduce procedures executed paralleled
by the CPU on concurrent FPGAs. In this technique two types
of communication channel is used that are in first type is used
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for retrieval of intended instances of primary storage method
which are refined through surveyors, second is the transfer of
intermediate values in the mappers and reducers. By
implementing k-means, system’s computation and I/O
functioning of FPGA era is analyzed. As compared to the
hadoop environment this approach’s performance is improved.
H. Asymmetric k-Means clustering of the Asymmetric SelfOrganizing Map
In the presented paper approach of scrutiny of data is being
represented which have two steps. The first step contains
visualization of data which is done through asymmetric S.O.M,
whereas the second step of approach is the data visualization
through disorganized data that was being divided in allied
collections by applying the asymmetric K-means. The
outcomes of the performed work proved the effectiveness of
the intended scheme upon the traditional algorithms of
clustering that are the classical K-means algo, the G MM-based
methodology, and DBSCAN. This approach improves the
count of objects of the clusters.
I.

Data Clustering through Particle Swarm Optimization
Driven Self-Organizing Maps
In the presented paper two techniques PSO (Particle.
Swarm. Optimization) and SOM (Self Organizing Maps) are
combined to perform clustering task. SOM is used here for
unsupervised learning which maps data patterns with high
dimension into reduced mapping of low level dimensions. This
reduction makes that data more efficient and better
visualization is done by that tool. PSO is the intelligent
technique or the optimized algorithm which work on the
population which called swarm. In proposed approach, the
Lbest also known as input size and Pbest are randomly chosen
for each neuron particle.
J.

A fuzzy clustering algorithm to detect criminals without
prior information
The problem of recognizing criminals via communication
network is resolved in this paper by proposing a technique
named as a fuzzy clustering algorithm. By this algorithm, the
hidden conspirators are analyzed which are not used any prior
credentials. Fuzzy k means is applied on the global
information. A weighted network is formed. Based on priority
list, each node in the network that have link with local
conjecture are mapped in to the global information cluster. This
technique is applicable to large data sets as well as small data
sets also. For e.g., TF-IDF method, Disease in biological
network.
K. Applying K-Means Clustering Algorithm Using Oracle
Data Mining to Banking Data
Data clustering implies the scheme of merging data into
distinct collections based on the inter class features. By the
collaboration data is in the structure and consequently another
preparation of the data is manufactured quite simpler. The
paper purposed classical k-means algorithm investigated
through Data Mining with oracle. Standard scheme of
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clustering is to apply to the eighteen attributes of 4.0 banks and
1.0 of the collective instances is produced. By obtaining the
cluster, comparisons between the banks is done on the basis of
defined attributes in this paper.
L. An Optimized Version of the K-Means Clustering
Algorithm
The presented paper introduced an upgraded adaptation of
the traditional K-Means scheme. The main focus in this paper
is on the optimization of running time and that concept realized
by observing the relocation of data elements that occurred at a
small rate after a few iterations. So, there was no need to
rejuvenate data components. The work intended here in paper
establish limb on those components that are not changing their
positions in relocation process and which are changing their
positions.
III. SIMILARITY MEASURES IN CLUSTERING
The hierarchal clustering method which is in the form of
trees makes use of the equality and gap in the production of
instance’s clusters. For collaboration and dividing the
components some specific criteria are used named as similarity.
For e.g., clustering of fast food is done on the basis of calories
contained, price and taste, type. Multi dimensions areas are the
most significant method for evaluating the distances of objects.
Researcher’s main concern is with the measurement of gap
rather it is obtained through the pure method or technique, or it
is imitated through simulated terminology.

all the algorithms are correct. The algorithms are chosen for a
specific problem on the basis of experimental study. The
Classification of clusters is explained in the following section.
A. Partitional Clustering
Partitional techniques engender a one-level (unnested)
partitioning of the data points. If K is the desired number of
clusters, then partitional approaches typically find all K clusters
at once. Contrast this with traditional hierarchical schemes,
which bisect a cluster to get two clusters or merge two clusters
to get one. Of course, a hierarchical approach can be used to
engender a flat partition of K clusters, and likewise, the
reiterated application of a partitional scheme can provide a
hierarchical clustering. The cluster must have two properties.
They are each group must contain at least one object and each
object must belongs to precisely one group.
In this type of clustering, the familiar algorithms are KMeans, K-Medoids, CLARANS, Fuzzy K-Means, and KModes.

TABLE 1: SIMILARITY MEASURES USED IN DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS
Figure 3. Partitional Clustering

B.

Hierarchical Clustering
In Hierarchical type of clustering, more diminutive clusters
are merged into more astronomically immense ones, or more
sizably voluminous clusters are splitted into more minuscule
clusters. The result of the algorithm is a tree of clusters, called
dendrogram, which shows how the clusters are cognate. By
cutting the dendrogram at a desired level, a clustering of the
data items into disjoint groups is obtained. A hierarchy of
clusters is built by hierarchical clustering. Its representation is a
tree, with individual elements at one end and a single cluster
with every element at the other .A hierarchical algorithm yields
a dendrogram representing the nested grouping of patterns and
kindred attribute levels at which groupings change.

IV. CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
The clustering algorithms are classified on the basis of
clustering models. The algorithms are many in numbers but not
Volume: 02, Issue: 01, January 2017
ISBN: 978-0-9957075-2-8

Cutting the tree at a given height will give a clustering at a
culled precision. In the above example, cutting after the second
row will yield clusters {a} {b c} {d e} {f}. Cutting after the
third row will yield clusters {a} {b c} {d e f}, which is a
coarser clustering with fewer clusters. The merging or splitting
ceases once the desired number of clusters has been composed.
In general, each iteration involves merging or splitting a dyad
of clusters predicated on a certain criterion, often quantifying
the proximity between clusters. Hierarchical techniques suffer
from the fact that interiorly taken steps (merge or split),
possibly erroneous, are irreversible.
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In Hierarchical Clustering, the familiar algorithms are
AGNES, DIANA, CURE, CHAMELEON, BIRCH, and
ROCK.

D. Grid-Based Clustering
The Grid-based type of clustering approach utilizes a multi
resolution grid data structure. It quantizes the object space into
a finite number of cells that form a grid structure on which all
of the operations for clustering are performed. The grid-based
clustering approach differs from the conventional clustering
algorithms in that it is concerned not with the data points but
with the value space that circumvents the data points. In
general, a typical grid-predicated clustering algorithm consists
of the following five rudimental steps:






Creating the grid structure, i.e., partitioning the data
space into a finite number of cells.
Calculating the cell density for each cell.
Sorting of the cells according to their densities.
Identifying cluster centers.
Traversal of neighbor cells.

Figure 4. Hierarchical Clustering

C.

Density-Based Clustering
Density-based Clusters are defined as areas of higher
density than the remnant of the data set. Objects in these sparse
areas that are required to separate clusters are customarily
considered to be noise and border points. It requires just two
parameters and is mostly in sensitive to the injuctively
authorizing of the database. The quality of density-predicated
clustering depends on the distance measure utilized in the
function. It does not require one to designate the number of
clusters in the data a priori. This method has been developed
predicated on the notion of density that is the no of objects in
the given cluster, in this context. The general conception is to
perpetuate growing the given cluster as long as the density in
the neighborhood exceeds some threshold; that is for each data
point within a given cluster; the neighborhood of a given radius
has to contain at least a minimum number of points. The
density bases algorithms can further relegated as: density
predicated on connectivity of points and predicated on density
function.

Figure 6. Grid-Based Clustering

The important algorithms in this method include STING,
Wavelet and CLIQUE.
V. PROBLEM FORMULATION
As we all know kmeans algorithm has some short comings
which are firstly it chooses the initial seeds for center of
clusters randomly which leads to wrong formation of clusters.
In the presented approach a new technique is appended in
kmeans algorithm to overcome these shortcomings and to
reduce the iterations of algorithm. In the presented approach we
implemented two new formulas by which the initial seeds for
centers are selected on probability distribution basis and for
calculating the distance respectively. The data points which
have highest probability must be the initial center of cluster.
1.

New cluster centroid using formula of average

Figure 5. Density based Clustering

The algorithms in this method include DBSCAN,
DENCLUE and OPTICS.
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Improved K Means ---------Distance
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VI. CONCLUTION
The main idea here is to investigate a universal efficient
segregation, quick response to improved schema, of defined
officials into a peculiar count of allied collections. The
methodology is designed here for same kind of obstacles. With
the change of segmentation obstacle like an Optimized
obstacle, an improved partitioning accession is intended. After
that the improved approach merged with K-means algorithm to
scale the algorithm. Simulations will be performed to obtain
effective execution of the improved algorithm and matched
with the rest of the programs. It will help in reducing the
iterations and computational time of algorithm. Also overcome
the problem of increased error rate.
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